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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many results have been obtained by various researchers 
from the applications of the least-square problem in linear 
optimal control, estimate theory, structure design and 
analysis of various kind of problem. Lovass-Nagy and 
Powers (1976) studied   the least-square solution   of an 
inconsistent    singular matrix   equation.     Sun (1988) 
gave a general expression   of the least-square    solution   
of the symmetric   matrix   inverse problem.   Allwright 
(1988) proposed   a condition   for solvability   of the least 
square solution   of the simple matrix   equation   in 
positive   semi definite   symmetric   matrices   set by using 
the convex analysis method.   Xie, Zhang and Hu (2000) 
obtained   least-square    solutions of inverse problem   for 
bisymmetric    matrices as well as solvability of an IEP by 
Oduro et al (2012), Oladejo et al (2014) and (2015).     In 
this paper,   we investigate and discuss the Least-square 
solution method of linear-quadratic inverse eigenvalue 
problem (LQIEP) of Hamiltonian symmetric matrices.  
We let 
0:,,   Tnnmnnn QQQBA   and 
0:   Tmm RRR  
We consider a linear system of the form:
BuAxX 

00 xX                                 (1)                                                                  
Where u is the admissible control unit and of the form:
)(tu   For u  to be the admissible control unit,  must 
be a continuous function, the closed loop system must have 
a unique solution and its results in 0)(lim 

tx
t
. 
Then, the control objective is to find a control strategy 
that minimizes the following cost functional: 
   2)()()()(),(
0

 dttRttQxtXxJ TT      
Where: Q is a symmetric positive semi definite matrix 
i.e 0)()( tQxtxT , R is a symmetric positive definite 
matrix i.e  
0)()( tRtT   unless 0)( t  
Then, 


n
i
ii
T txqtQxtx
1
2 )()()(            (3)                                                       
Where )(sqi  is the magnitude of )(txi . 
For stability, we let ),( BA  be stable and introduce K  
as feedback control such as that the closed loop system: 
xBkAX )( 

                                       (4)                                                                               
Where Kxu   and clearly admissible 
Which gives 0
)()( xetx tBkA  and satisfy uniqueness 
condition of the closed loop 
Then the cost function yield: 
0
)(
0
)(
00 )(),( xeRKKQexKxJ
tBkATtBkAT
x
T 

  
   
(5) 
Solving equation (5) i.e. the optimal control problem by 
dynamic programming we let the instantaneous cost for the 
final state of xx 0  be: 
 6),( RuuQxxuxL TT                                                                                      
We define the optimal cost or value function as:
),(inf)( 

xJxV
u
                              (7)                                                                                       
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Where inf the greatest is lower bound and
rttu 0),(  be the control over  r,0  
Then,  
r
rxVdttutxLJ
0
))(()(),((       (8)                                                              
 )(tu is an arbitrary and the optimal cost satisfies the 
equation 
 9))(()(),((min)(
00)( 


  
T
rttv
rxVdttutxLxV                                                                                                              
As   0,0
)(
 r
r
r
 
 10)(0),()(),((
0 
T
ruxrLdtturxL     
 11)(0))(()()(( rBuAxx
rx
v
rxvrxV 

                                                              
Substituting (11) into the equation (9) we get the 
Hamilton-Jacobi Bellman (HJB) equation for V  Satisfies 
by )(xV .i.e. 
 120),())((min 










uxLBuAxx
x
v
nRu
                                                    
We let 0R , minimizing u from equation (12) yields: 
 11 )(2   RRuuRuu TTT
                                                          
(13) 
 1)2min(  RuRuu TTT
u  
Minimizing u by 1 Ru , substituting into equation 
(13) yield; 
 14)(
2
1 1 x
x
v
BRu T

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                                                                                           
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1
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x
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x
v TTT
T
                                                                 (15) 
Solving equation (15), by apply trial  
Solution. pxxxV T)(  for 0p , 
 16)(2)()(
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Substituting into equation (15) yields:  
 170)( 1   xQPBPBRPAPAx TTT        
Since this is true for all x . P Satisfy the matrix quadratic 
equation of the form: 
01   QPBPBRPAPA TT
             (18)                                         
This is called the Algebraic Riccati Equation 
In term of iP , the minimizing u  would then be given as: 
PxBRu T1                      (19)                                                                      
Since oPxx0 is constant and PxBRu
T1  is 
admissible with 0R , then, the optimal    control will be: 
)()( 1 tPxBRtu T   
While the optimal cost is: PxxxV T)(   
Theorem 1 
Let p  be a solution of the Riccati equations: 
   200)(,,,
)()()()()( 1







ffi
TT
tptttQ
tPBBRtPtPAAtPtP
                        
We let x  be the solution of the equation 
   
 21)(
,,),()()( 1
ii
fi
T
xtx
ttttxtPBBRAtX







                                                                  
Given that  )()()( txtPtP                                                                                                                                     
Then   px ,  is the unique solution of equation (20) 
Proof 
From the equations (20) and (21) 
 22
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



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











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dt
d
T
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Then x  and p  satisfies ii xtx )(  and
0)(0)()()(   ffff txtxtPtP , 
Then,   px ,  satisfies equation (20) (ii). For 
uniqueness, if  11, px  and  22 , px  satisfies equation 
(20) and  
2121 , pppxxx 

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
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Then, from equation (27), we obtain 
  0)(,,),()( 

txttttxAtX fi              (28)                                                                                                
  0)(,,),()( 

tpttttpAtP fi
T
        (29)                                                                                            
Then  fi ttttptx ,,,0)(;0)( 

                                                                                            
Thus the optimal trajectories    ux ,  are governed by: 
   
 30)(
,,),()()( 1
ii
fi
T
xtx
ttttxtPBBRAtx






                                                                        
  
 fiT ttttxtPBRtu ,),()()( 1  

      (31)                                                                                         
Where, P  is the solution of the Riccati equation 
   320)(,,,
)()()()()( 1







tPtttQ
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Consequently; 
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


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
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















fiifi
T
T
tpxtxtt
t
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tx
AQ
BBRA
tp
tx
dt
d
                                    
Equation (33) is then a linear, time variant differential 
equation in   px ,                                
We then consider the case where the Hamiltonian matrix  










T
T
AQ
BBRA
H
1
  
is nn 22   so that A, Q, BR-
1
B
T
 are all is 22  sub-matrices of H.
 Using appropriate row dependence relations, a 44  
singular Hermitian matrix representing H and we assume 
that the singularity of the matrix is due to the row 
dependence relations specified above can be constructed as 
follow: 11 RkR ii   
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2
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111 kkkaAtr    
To solve the inverse eigenvalue problem (IEP) for the 
singular matrix of rank 1 for the Hamiltonian equation 
associated with the LQOC problem we use the given 
nonzero eigenvalue as follows: 
   
f
i
t
t
TT
i dttRututQxtxuIx )()()()(
2
1
)(  
Subject to differential equation 
  iifi xtxttttButAxtX 

)(,,),()()(  
We adopt the following Algorithm: 
For the case of Non-Singular Matrix: 
Given two distinct target eigenvalues 
21 , (repeated 
for each) 
Step 1: Determine the characteristic functions i.e. 
HtrAaaf det)(2),( 1
2
122111    
HtrAaaf det)(2),( 2
2
222112    
Step 2: Find the Jacobian from the function where: 

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

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

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



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
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
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Step 3: Apply the Newton’s method in H .i.e. 
)()( )0()0(1)0()1( XfXJXX   
Step 4: Substitute 






)0(
22
)0(
11)0(
a
a
X into H and 
replacing the original diagonal element.
 
II. CONCLUSION 
Various results have been obtained by various 
researchers from the applications of the least-square 
problem in linear-optimal control, estimate theory, 
structure design and analysis of various kind of problem. 
The usual approach to the LQIEP has been reviewed. 
Based on this results, we have systematically reviewed and 
investigate the least-square solution of linear-quadratic 
inverse eigenvalue problem (LQIEP) of Hamiltonian 
symmetric matrices using the nonsingular value 
decomposition method solutions 
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